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 Credits. Controls. About This Game Description Save #2. The game is 100% completed. Step-by-step save files with various progress. Total saves 36. After each mission. Controls Starting Screen: An empty stage with a gate. Entering the stage: Double tapping the screen is the same as pressing A. You can also use X/A/Y to trigger the auto-lock. A button with bullet symbols on it is the auto-lock
button. If you use a character with a shadowed face, the auto-lock is enabled after the character has successfully detected the character on the screen. A button with colored bullets on it is the auto-lock button. D-Pad: To re-trigger auto-lock. To increase the auto-lock level. The auto-lock level can be increased by pressing [Pump] (the button with a hammer symbol on it). Your max auto-lock level is 5.

When auto-lock is triggered, a mini-map will be shown in the middle of the screen. You can go to any of the two corners to exit the stage, or to go to the certain points with auto-lock. Grenade launcher button: To make a grenade. To use the grenade launcher. When you are at the 1st and 2nd auto-lock level, the enemy will get stunned on touch. When you are at the 3rd and 4th auto-lock level, the
enemy will become immobilized on touch. To stop an enemy that is on fire. To do a heal on the affected enemy. You can use [Pump] (the button with a hammer symbol on it) to heal. Stunner turret button: To shoot and kill the stunned enemies. To shoot the enemies that are on fire. When you are at the 5th and 6th auto-lock level, the enemies will be stunned on touch. When you are at the 7th and 8th
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